Best Practices in Community Conscious Policing

Training 4 Transformation, LLC works with public agencies to create a culture of diversity and inclusion through a process we refer to as Equity-focused community building.

“Equity-Focused Community Building”

MEET BRANDON LEE

Brandon Lee, MA was appointed by Governor Brown to the Law Enforcement Contacts Committee (LECC). This organization is charged with assisting Oregon law enforcement agencies with collecting and analyzing traffic stop data, improving community relations, recommending relevant policy and culturally conscious training initiatives. READ MORE

COMMUNITY CONSCIOUS POLICING ©

Community Conscious Policing is a curriculum that we designed and implemented to train law enforcement worldwide. It consists of a Culturally Competent, Equitable and Empathetic approach to community engagement based on T4T’s 21st Century Conscious Leadership principles. READ MORE

BEST PRACTICES IN COMMUNITY CONSCIOUS POLICING

T4T recently published a codification of its practices and philosophies working with the CALEA accredited City of Corvallis Police Department and the prestigious FBI National Academy Associates.

These Best Practices are designed to augment and enhance existing continuing education for law enforcement, students in criminal and social justice related fields, advocates involved in police accountability and organizations seeking to increase their outreach capacity through collaboration with local law enforcement agencies. READ MORE
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